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The night has special advantages

 :eil̈ ¥̀  ai ¦x §w ¦d §e WFcT̈ ©d z ¤̀ §e Fl x ¤W£̀  z ¤̀  'd r ©cŸi §e x ¤wŸA(wv zwwy)
In the morning, Hashem will make known who is His, and who is holy, and He

will draw [them] near to Him. (16:5) In the face of the defiant mutiny of

Korach and his clique, which laid down their brazen challenge to

Moshe Rabbeinu's leadership, one wonders why Moshe did not

refute them on the spot, without delay, instead waiting for the next

day to do so. Why were such lowly rebels entitled to "sleep on it"

before seeing their rebellion quashed? The answer is that Moshe

was seeking to exploit a characteristic of the nighttime hours which

does not apply in daytime. Let us recount an episode involving the

Holy Bais Aharon of Karlin, who had two chassidim living in

Teveria -- both of them trusted shochtim. While once close

colleagues, they had a falling out over business affairs, which in the

course of only a few days escalated into a searing machlokes. One

night, in his dreams, one of the shochtim saw, clear as day, his

Rebbe the Bais Aharon admonishing him sternly. "What's this all

about? What's going on between you two?" It was obvious that the

Rebbe wanted the dispute to be resolved -- and quickly. In his

drowsy stupor, the shochet was all too ready to dismiss the dream

as just a fleeting, imaginary nightmare. But he was roused from bed

by a persistent knock on the door. Whom did he see standing there

but the other shochet, his adversary. "I had to come see you. Our

Rebbe just appeared to me in a dream and scolded me with these

words: ' What's this all about? What's going on between you two?'"

I couldn't rest if I thought I was distressing the Rebbe, so I came

now to patch things up between us. What do you say?" "My

brother, I had exactly the same dream, with exactly the same words

from the Rebbe." Both Yidden realized that their Rebbe wanted

them to bury the hatchet and to reconcile. And this they did, with

embraces and smiles. It is plausible, along these lines, that Moshe's

intention was to restore peaceful relations between Korach and

mainstream Klal Yisroel by appearing to Korach and his henchmen

in dreams while they slept, and inducing them to sue for peace. The

Soton thwarted this noble intention by not allowing the Korachites

to fall asleep, thus paving the way for the fateful confrontation of

the following day. This is fully in line with the Apter Rav's kindred,

yet esoteric teaching that tzaddikim can ascend to shomayim to

cleanse the souls of other Yidden who have ascended there in the

night during sleep. (ehbyhke z h- iukucz jna)

Silver trumpets and golden scepter have something in common

 :r©bẍ §M mz̈Ÿ̀  d¤N ©k £̀ ©e z Ÿ̀G ©d dc̈¥rd̈ KFY ¦n El §cÄ ¦d(tf zy) 
Dissociate yourselves from this congregation, and I will consume them in

an instant (16:21) There is a source for the death penalty for Korach

and his mutineers from an unexpected place: Megillas Esther.

Follow the reasoning: 1.  l ¤dŸ̀  g ©z ¤RÎl ¤̀  dc̈¥rd̈ÎlM̈Îz ¤̀  g ©xŸw m ¤di ¥l£r l ¥d §w©I©e
c¥rFn  Korah assembled all the congregation against them at the entrance

to the Tent of Meeting (16:19) This indicates that Korach staged a

rebellion against Hashem's Kingship and his servant Moshe by

means of an illicit and unauthorized assembly. 2. Hashem had

proclaimed earlier: L §l Eid̈ §e mz̈Ÿ̀  d ¤U£r ©Y dẄ §w ¦n s ¤q ¤M zŸx §vFv£g i ¥Y §W L §l d ¥U£r
:zFp£g ©O ©dÎz ¤̀  r ©Q ©n §lE "dc̈¥rd̈ `ẍ §w ¦n §l" "Make yourself two silver trumpets; you

shall make them [from a] beaten [form]; they shall be used by you to

summon the congregation ...(10:1-2) Summoning and convening the

broad Khal of Yidden had to be done exclusively by means of the 

Trumpets, yet here it was Korach's summons which assembled the

Khal. This was an unauthorized assemblage, a capital offence. 3.We

have an explicit dictum from Megillas Esther: x ¤y£̀  dÿ ¦̀ §e Wi ¦̀ Îl 3k x ¤y£̀
x ¤y£̀ ¥n c ©a §l zi ¦nd̈ §l Ÿezc̈ z ©g ©̀   ` ¥xẅ ¦iÎ Ÿ̀l x ¤y£̀  zi ¦ni ¦p §t ©d x ¥vg̈ ¤dÎl ¤̀  K ¤l ¤n ©dÎl ¤̀ Î Ÿ̀eaï
:dïg̈ §e ad̈f̈ ©d hi ¦a §x ©yÎz ¤̀  K ¤l ¤n ©d ŸelÎhi ¦yŸei  any man or woman who comes to the

king, ... who is not summoned, there is but one law for him, to be put to

death, except the one to whom the king extends the golden scepter, that he

may live (Esther 4:11)  Only the king's golden scepter could obviate

the death penalty for unlawful assembly. Its ancient precursor was

the pair of Silver Trumpets. Korach's rogue gathering, which

circumvented the Trumpets' clarion call, triggered Hashem's

reprisal of  .  r©bẍ §M mz̈Ÿ̀  d ¤N ©k £̀ ©e (ebtry arupn tren)

The Yismach Moshe gives a first-hand report about Korach's rebellion

 :sŸv §w ¦Y dc̈¥rd̈ÎlM̈ l©r §e `ḧ¡g¤i cg̈ ¤̀  Wi ¦̀ d̈ xÜÄÎlk̈ §l zŸgExd̈ i ¥wŸl ¡̀  l ¥̀  Ex §n Ÿ̀I ©e(c"f z"y) 
"O God, the God of the spirits of all flesh, if one man sins, shall You be angry

with the whole congregation?"(16:22) Moshe instructed the Yidden to

distance themselves from the Korachites to escape their impending

destruction. They questioned the correctness of collective

punishment for one corrupt leader's sin. Rashi teaches that "G-d of

the spirits of all flesh" means, lhbpk v,t hn v,t gsuhu ,ucajnv kf ,uhukd
tyujv. All thoughts are revealed before You, and You know who the sinner is;

Why is it important to Rashi that Hashem discerns the thoughts and

the identity of the truly guilty one? The Yismach Moshe explains

that there were three factions amidst the Korachite rebellion. One

camp held that Korach was justified; a second camp held that

Moshe was the unsullied Supreme Leader; and one camp was

neutral. To our astonishment, the Yismach Moshe then reveals that

he [i.e. in a previous gilgul, the precursor to his then-current, reincarnated

neshomo] stood at the time in the neutral camp who did not

participate in the machlokes! [One is generally not privy to his own gilgulim,

and in fact undergoing one is considered the height of misfortune, and a source of

great anguish. Not only was the Yismach Moshe aware of his past gilgul, but he even

revealed it publically, surely as a message of admonition for future generations.

[DPR]] Why did the neutral camp -- stand by the sidelines in the

dispute? They were overawed by Korach's lofty status and could

not conceive of him spouting lies and slander. They applied the

generally-applicable principle of   k �t �u c �a©Yv  a!g  "sit tight and don't

do something you may regret". The "pro-Korach" camp may also

have relied on this, convinced of Korach's greatness as being  euc "s
in s "j  t wv' "clinging fast to Hashem, Who is Echad", with such a

person being incapable of sin. Such thoughts drove them to side

with Korach. Moshe understood this mindset and turned to Hashem

for the true meaning of `ḧ¡g¤i cg̈ ¤̀  Wi ¦̀ d̈. Moshe thought that if the

pro-Korach camp saw Korach as a tzaddik, then they should not be

punished. But the full explication is as Rashi spells out for us: lhb�p�k

t	y«uj�v h�n v�,�t �g�s«uh�u ,«uc�a�j�n�v k�f ,«uhuk�d, Hashem discerns the innermost

thoughts of men and who among them are genuine -- and culpable

--sinners. Only those whose intention was to conduct an illegitimate

machlokes, and not a dispute leshem shomayim (the type enshrined in

Pirkei Avos 5:17) should be liable to punishment. Hashem's

statement, transmitted by Rashi, was exactly this: h�b�t �gh�s«uh �,r�n�t v�p�h
/t�y�j t«k h�nu t�y�j h�n: You have spoken well. I know and will make known who
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sinned and who did not sin. Fitting punishment was meted out accordingly

based on this determination. (hutknha vnka ict)
Wishing all a freilichen Chodesh

Story of the week    (By Yehuda Z. Klitnick and translated by Duvid Pinchas Rose)

***** A tailor rides straight to Gan Eden on the coattails of a garment which saved a Yid's life*****

In Prague there lived two wealthy householders, Moshe and

Ephraim, who enjoyed close bonds of friendship. They did

everything in tandem, and when the time came to seek fitting

matches for their eligible daughters, they followed the timeworn

path for men of their standing: they approached the Prague Rosh

Yeshiva and asked him to identify the two most lustrous talmidei

chachamim among the bochurim, promising to support them in

learning after marriage, which B"H they could readily do. The sage

Rosh Yeshiva met with each of them separately, so as to take the

measure of each in turn, assess their own level of scholarship

(which would serve as context for a scholarly son-in-law), and learn

more about the qualities of the kallah candidates they had to offer.

For Reb Moshe, there was a bochur Chaim, a distinguished and

talented young scholar, but also of a cheerful and outgoing

demeanour. For Reb Ephraim, the Rosh Yeshiva put forward  a

bochur named Naftali, a scholar of note, to be sure, but also having

a more restrained and withdrawn personality. To make a long story

short, in quick succession, both matches were soon finalized, to

peals of mazal tov's from the entire city, engagement meals were

held, weddings were scheduled and conducted, both gala events on

Prague's social calendar. Happiness reigned supreme -- or so it

seemed on the surface. One dark day, the Soton was determined to

muddy the waters. A slanderous busybody approached Efraim

spouting loshon horah, doing his best to undermine his new couple.

"Don't you realize the Rosh Yeshiva sold you a rotten bill of goods?

Your buddy Moshe wound up with a friendly, personable

son-in-law who always has a good word to say for everyone,  but

your Naftali is introverted, and when he does speak you can see

what a sourpuss he is." Once the Soton lit the fuse, it continued to

burn until the erstwhile closest of friends became nasty rivals, with

Ephraim embarked on a campaign to denigrate and disparage

Moshe's son-in-law Chaim. He fell flat on his face, though, because

everyone in town liked Chaim very much for the friendly and

charming stance he took with everyone. The hate campaign cooled

down and life returned to normal. 

Shortly thereafter, Chaim was immersed in his studies in Beis

Midrash, when he noticed a longfaced and gloomy fellow, his face

wet from hot and bitter tears. Chaim, ever-sensitive to another's

plight,  asked,"What can I do to help you, my brother?" "Absolutely

nothing!" came the forlorn reply. "Not so fast, not so fast.

Everybody knows the adage  dp ¤g ¦y©i yi ¦̀  a ¥l §a db̈ ©̀ ©c ("Anxiety in the

heart of a man weighs him down." (Mishlei 12:25), but commonly rendered as

"If one's heart is troubled, let him discuss it with a friend.")  By

discussing a problem, it can become less serious. So what's going

on with you and how can I help?" This approach loosened the man's

trembling lips. "My business affairs are entangled with the poritz (a

local squire/landowner, who often tormented Jewish renters) from whom I

rent a shop and my rent is two hundred rubles in arrears. I can't pay

him, and the deadline is tonight, and he is threatening me with

certain death, dlilg." That was all that Chaim needed to hear to spur

him to action. "Put your heart at ease, my brother. Hashem will help

and I will be His agent. I won't rest until I put together the money

you need to bail you out. Just wait here in the shul and let me get to

work." The poor debtor could no more than resume his heartfelt

tehillim and confidently await his newly-promised yeshua. Now

Chaim had to bring his goal to fruition and remembered that his

father-in-law's old "friend" Ephraim was known to lend money for

chesed purposes. He determined to approach him for a loan of the

200 rubles, intending to repay it with Hashem's help. He soon

learned that the hateful feelings which he and others assumed were

dead and buried were in fact still smoldering. This man Ephraim,

even after hearing that the money would rescue a Yid from dire

straits, still, in his perversity, harboured a grudge against Chaim,

and saw a chance to insert and twist the knife. "Look, Chaim, I will

advance you the 200 rubles, not as a straight loan,  but rather with a

proposition. I have here a cassock from the local priest, who left it

with me as a pledge to secure a large loan and never redeemed it. I

assure you it is shaatnez-free, since the galachim  make their

clothes from pure 100% linen. Here's the deal: you walk around in

the marketplace for three hours, dressed in this priest's frock and the

money is yours, free and clear." His twisted hope was that people

would defame and castigate Chaim when they saw him openly

defying Yiddish convention and halacha by sporting a garment

reeking of avoda zarah l"gx in public. Chaim cared not a whit about

his personal honour when the very life of a brother Jew hung in the

balance. He donned the shameful frock and headed for the town

square. As anticipated, the townsfolk could not believe their eyes in

seeing a young man known as a talmid chacham prancing around in

gentile religious garb, oblivious to all taunts. The common wisdom

was forged very quickly: Chaim had lost his mind, nebach, plain

and simple. Mr. Ephraim's purpose was served and he held up his

end of the nefarious "deal." He gleefully and triumphantly handed

the two hundred rubles over to Chaim. Chaim revealed to no one,

not even his family, the reasons for his bizarre behaviour. But there

is more to the story.

Ephraim had gotten his evil money's worth from the cassock, so he

sold it to a tailor, whose connoisseur's eye valued the fine material.

He sewed burial shrouds for himself from the choice linen. Upon

his death, the Beis Din shel Ma'alah informed him that his shrouds

were very holy and the avenging angels could not harm him --

except through a small hole which the tailor had had to close up

with material from another piece of linen. That hole gave the

tormentors an opening for punishing the man. The tailor was

allowed to appear in a dream to the Rav of his town. He related his

story and begged him to spare him torment by opening his grave

and excising the small piece of foreign material from his burial

shrouds. The Rav complied and the tailor appeared to him again

with the news that since no malach could penetrate his protective

shield, he was dispatched to Gan Eden without the usual

formalities. The Rav let it be known far and wide the greatness of

the young man Chaim, who endured public shame unhesitatingly in

order to save a needy Jew's life. The gentile garment which enabled

the salvation, although stemming from an unpure source, assumed an

exalted dimension of holiness by which another Yid could pave his

way to Gan Eden. It was word of Ephraim's disgraceful behaviour --

driven by the basest motives of vengeance and envy -- which endured.
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